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Manualidades. Encuentra en este catálogo global de ideas, muchos 
tipos de manualidades diferentes para estimular la creatividad, el arte 
y la experimentación. Desarrolla destrezas como el pintar, dibujar, 
recortar, coser, enhebrar y pegar... Adéntrate también en el mundo de 
los juegos STEAM.

Ciencia, tecnología, ingeniería, arte y matemáticas   STEAM

Pintar   

Hacer pulseras   

Coser, patchwork, ...   

Recortar, pegar, doblar, ...

MANUALIDADES12000

Expositor de cartón micro-ondulado. 
Consultar condiciones. 
Medidas: 55 x 38 x 180 cm. 
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1290388

Build your own planetarium. Is an scale 
model of the solar system. Paint and 

the movement of the planets in the solar 
system can be simulated. By making 

an interest in science and technology. 

cm.

N645391

Let’s play magnetic induction. Do your own 
experiments and learn about magnetic 

N645392

A fun way to learn about the weather. Create your 
own botanical mini garden with weather station and 
learn about the measurement and direction of the 

recirculation of the rainwater and watch how the 
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1290382

As the density of the different solutions is 

the different colored liquid pigments into the 
tube. You will observe the different densities of 

measuring spoon and colored pigments.

1290383

Drop different color pigments into the oil. Remove 
to disperse them into small particles. Then drop the 
content into the water in the large clear plastic 

this set needs to add oil (not included). Packaging: 

1290387

Place the colored balls and the growing rocks in 

with hot water in a certain proportion. Add some 
drops of the liquid pigment into the water. Apply 
decorative stickers and watch the incredible 
growing process of some beautiful water plants. 
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1290393

Use the screws and metal connectors to attach 
the frame of the newton pendulum. Hang the 
marbles on the plastic rods in order and with 
the same height. When the first marble hits 

immediately transmitted to the second and 
so on until the last marble receives the energy 

1290398

Build a wooden robot and paint it with colors. 

chip converts the thermal energy of the sun 

and makes the robot to move. Replace the 
storage batteries by green solar energy. 

cm.

1290399

Build a wooden car and paint it with colors. 

chip converts the thermal energy of the sun 

and makes the car to move. Replace the 
storage batteries by green solar energy. 
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1290392

to the desired shape. Please note that the parts 

dissolves in hot water to form a saturated 
solution. Remove with the transparent rod 
until it is completely dissolved. Then let it cool. 

place it in the glass with the solution. After 3 

1290396

Make a mark on the glass at 6cm from the 
base. Add hot water up to the mark and add 
the crystal powder of the desired color into the 

the same color and watch its growth. wait for 3 

different shapes and colors. Content: plastic 

1290397

Use the plaster powder to make different 
shapes of crystals. Dissolve the plaster powder 
in the water and then add crystal powders. 

you will see crystals in different shapes and 

cm.
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1290394

Use dishwasher detergent or liquid hand 
soap to create magic bubbles. Learn 
the science of bubble formation. While 

plate and 6 molds for blowing bubbles.

1290381

pigments and the essential fragrance oil and other 
materials in them. Put in the mould to give the 

and colorful balls of bath salt. Content: citric acid 

1290386

Melt the soap pieces to a certain 

pigments and essential oil. Put the content 
into molds of various forms and keep in a 

the nicest soaps of various colors and 
shapes that smell of perfume. Content: 
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1232005

Paint one yo-yo and add stickers. 
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1260048

Paint a ceramic car with your favorite colors 
and then play with friends. Pull-back vehicle. 

BM20610 InstructionsInstructions Instructions

1290389

A bubbling lava eruption. Mix the two kinds of powder 

family with a bubbling lava eruption. Content: volcano 

cm.
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1232066

Assemble and paint a dinosaur skeleton.

1232055

Assemble and paint a crocodile 
skeleton. Content: Ply-wood 

and abrasive paper. Packaging: 
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1280070

Make fashion bracelets with color 

metal circlets and clasps. Packaging: 

1210072

Make your own bracelets. Content: 

1280076

Make brilliant bracelets with sequins. 
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1210062

Assemble and paint 2 foam 

1231002

Make your own wooden Monster 

1232012

Create your own wooden 
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1232011

Make funny designs with this weaving 
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1280090

Make your own handmade necklaces and apply them 
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Create 8 wooden bracelets. Content: 
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1280002

decorative pieces and color threads.
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1280077

Create your own bracelets and necklaces. 
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1220134

Create a patchwork cushion. 
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1240639

Sew and decorate a cork bag. Content: Cork 
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1220360

Sew the felt shapes and create a clock. 

1220356

Sew the felt pieces and create a mobile 
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1280059

Make beautiful headbands. Content: 

1280064

You can make lovely headbands 
with a cute cat.  Content: 

1220161

Design your own hair bands and 
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Decorate a light hot air balloon.Content: 

thread and plastic needle. Packaging: 

1250695

Make your own cardboard kaleidoscope. 
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sand colors. Content: Printed picture and 
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1250667

Make funny animals with origami. 

cm.
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1210203

My foam notebook. Content: 

1240561

Paste pompons to your canvas 

key ring.
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Make funny 3D animals cutting paper and 
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1210256

Create funny magnetic dinosaurs 

1220225

Create and decorate your 
dinosaurs. Content: felt and wiggly 
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1250668

Make your own dinosaur with origami. 
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